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NEW QUESTION: 2
An application is running on Amazon EC2 instances Sensitive
information required for the application is stored in an Amazon
S3 bucket.
The bucket needs to be protected from internet access while
only allowing services within the VPC access to the bucket.
Which combination of actions should a solutions archived take
to accomplish this'' (Select TWO.)
A. Add an S3 ACL to the bucket that has sensitive information
B. Apply a bucket policy to restrict access to the S3 endpoint.
C. Enable server access logging on the bucket
D. Create a VPC endpoint for Amazon S3.
E. Restrict users using the IAM policy to use the specific
bucket
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
ACL is a property at object level not at bucket level .Also by
just adding ACL you cant let the services in VPC allow access
to the bucket .

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Router 1 and Router 2 use HSRP to provide first hop redundancy
for hosts on the 10.1.2.0/24 network.
Which feature can provide additional failover coverage for the
PC?
A. NetFlow
B. Accounting
C. Enhanced Object Tracking
D. Cisco Express Forwarding
Answer: C
Explanation:
HSRP has a mechanism for tracking the interface line-protocol
state. The enhanced object tracking feature separates
the tracking mechanism from HSRP. It creates a separate,
standalone tracking process that can be used by processes
other than HSRP. This feature allows tracking of other objects
in addition to the interface line-protocol state. A client

process, such as HSRP, can register an interest in tracking
objects and request notification when the tracked object
changes state. Several clients can track the same object, and
can take different actions when the object changes state.
This feature increases the availability and speed of recovery
of a router system and decreases outages and outage
duration.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/blades/3040/softw
are/release/122_44_se/configuration/guide/swhsrp.html#wp1083927
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